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Abstract: Usually, a left-moving fermion in d = 1 + 1 dimensions reflects off a

boundary to become a right-moving fermion. This means that, while overall fermion

parity (−1)F is conserved, chiral fermion parity for left- and right-movers individually is

not. Remarkably, there are boundary conditions that do preserve chiral fermion parity,

but only when the number of Majorana fermions is a multiple of 8. In this paper we

classify all such boundary states for 2N Majorana fermions when a U(1)N symmetry

is also preserved. The fact that chiral-parity-preserving boundary conditions only exist

when 2N is divisible by 8 translates to an interesting property of charge lattices. We

also classify the enhanced continuous symmetry preserved by such boundary states: the

state with the maximum such symmetry is the SO(8) boundary state, first constructed

by Maldacena and Ludwig to describe the scattering of fermions off a monopole.
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1 Introduction

What symmetries survive when fermions are given a mass?

Within perturbative field theory, the answer is obvious: adding a fermion bilinear

to the action breaks chiral symmetries in even spacetime dimension, and some combi-

nation of parity and flavour symmetries in odd spacetime dimension. Outside of the

perturbative regime, the answer is much less obvious. It is plausible that fermions

can be gapped preserving any symmetry that is not protected by an anomaly. This

phenomenon sometimes goes by the name of symmetric mass generation.

Finding a dynamical mechanism for symmetric mass generation is not straightfor-

ward. Indeed, it is only well-understood in low dimensions. The paradigmatic example

is in d = 1 + 1 dimensions, where a collection of 8 Majorana fermions can be gapped

while preserving a Z2 × Z2 chiral symmetry, corresponding to left- and right-moving

fermion parity [1–4]. (See [5, 6] for reviews.) When the d = 1 + 1 fermions are viewed

as edge modes, this calculation underlies the Z8 classification of interacting SPT phases

in d = 2 + 1.
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The same physics can be seen if the system is placed on a manifold with boundary.

Indeed, as emphasised in [7, 8], there is an intimate connection between gapped phases,

and boundary conditions for conformal field theories. Intuitively, one could envisage

turning on a gap in one half of space. Any low energy excitation, incident from the

gapless side, would view the gapped region as a boundary. Moreover, if the gapped

phase preserves certain symmetries, then so too do the resulting boundary conditions.

In some ways, this set-up is more striking. The Z2 × Z2 symmetry of the gapped

phase of 8 Majorana fermions means that both left- and right-moving fermion numbers

are preserved mod 2. This is in stark contrast to the familiar boundary conditions

which reflect a left-moving fermion into a right-moving fermion.

There are also reasons to think that the boundary approach may be more fruitful in

higher dimensions. Much of the work on symmetric mass generation, including [9–16],

attempts to gap theories defined on a lattice. In higher dimensions, this is typically

achieved by turning on an irrelevant operator and cranking it up to the lattice scale.

This is not an option in the continuum, and one must be more creative when trying to

understand symmetric mass generation in the language of quantum field theory. (See

[14, 15] for one interesting possibility.) In contrast, it may be more straightforward to

understand the symmetry-preserving boundary conditions in higher dimensions.

The Symmetries of the Boundary

More interesting boundary conditions typically require the introduction of some bound-

ary degrees of freedom. However, at suitably low energies the resulting physics is ele-

gantly captured in the framework of boundary conformal field theory. In particular, in

d = 1 + 1 dimensions, the boundary condition can be described by a boundary state,

first introduced by Cardy [17], with the remnant of the boundary degrees of freedom

encoded in the boundary central charge [18]. The application of boundary conformal

field theory to SPT phases was initiated in [7, 8].

In this paper, we study a large class of conformal boundary states that can be imposed

on 2N Majorana fermions in d = 1 + 1 dimensions. In the absence of a boundary, the

Majorana fermions enjoy an SO(2N)L × SO(2N)R chiral symmetry1, which includes

the Z2 × Z2 chiral fermion parity symmetry as its center. We restrict ourselves to

boundary states that preserve an anomaly-free U(1)N subgroup of the maximal torus

of SO(2N)L × SO(2N)R.

1The symmetry is, in fact O(N)L ×O(N)R. The extra elements flip the sign of a single Majorana

fermion, and should not be confused with the Z2×Z2 chiral fermion parity that is our primary interest.
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Specifically, we pair the 2N Majorana fermions into N Dirac fermions. We assign

integer-valued charges Qiα to the left-moving Weyl fermions, and charges Q̄iα to the

right-moving Weyl fermions, where i = 1, . . . , N labels the fermion, and α = 1, . . . , N

labels the U(1) symmetry. This choice of U(1)N symmetry is non-anomalous provided

N∑
i=1

QαiQβi =
N∑
i=1

Q̄αiQ̄βi

It is straightforward to construct boundary states preserving such a chiral symmetry.

Early examples include [19, 20]. A number of properties of the general class of states

have been explored in [21, 22].

The main question that we would like to address in this paper is: for what choices

of Q and Q̄ is the chiral Z2 × Z2 fermion parity symmetry restored?

Along the way, we found it useful to also address a related question: for what choices

of Q and Q̄ is there an enhancement of the preserved U(1)N to a non-abelian subgroup

of SO(2N)L×SO(2N)R? Combining these two questions, the purpose of this paper is

to describe the full symmetry preserved by a boundary state that is characterised by

the chiral charges Q and Q̄.

A Statement of our Results

The answers to our questions above are straightforward to state, and somewhat fiddly

to prove. The enhanced symmetries are determined by the rational, orthogonal matrix,

Rij = (Q̄−1)iαQαj

and the associated charge lattice, defined by

Λ[R] := ZN ∩R−1ZN (1.1)

Lattices of this kind, which are the intersection of a lattice with a rotated version of

itself, are sometimes referred to as coincidence site lattices [23]. In the present context,

the lattice Λ[R] captures the difference between the charges carried by the left- and

right-moving fermions. For example, when the charges are equal, with Q = Q̄ so

R = 1, the lattice is simply Λ[R] = ZN . For boundary states in which the left- and

right-moving charges differ, the associated lattice Λ[R] becomes sparser.

Our primary goal is to determine the choices of Q and Q̄ that preserve Z2×Z2 chiral

fermion number. We will show that the boundary condition has such a property if and

only if Λ[R] is an even lattice, i.e. the length-squared of any lattice vector is an even

integer.
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We further show that coincidence site lattices (1.1) can be even only when N is

divisible by 4. In this way, we reproduce the Z8 classification of interacting SPT phases

in d = 2 + 1 dimensions [1–4], albeit from a rather unconventional perspective.

The simplest boundary state that preserves Z2 × Z2 chiral symmetry has 2N = 8

Majorana fermions and was constructed long ago by Maldacena and Ludwig to describe

the scattering of fermions off a monopole. The relationship of this state to SPT phases

was recognised in [8]. Our work extends this to all such boundary conditions preserving

a U(1)N symmetry.

As advertised above, along the way we will also need to understand the enhanced

non-abelian symmetry. We will show that any such symmetry can be observed by its

root system ∆[R] nestled inside Λ[R] such that

∆[R] :=
{
λ ∈ Λ[R] : |λ|2 = 2

}
(1.2)

The simplest, trivial example occurs for a non-chiral boundary condition, which has

Q = Q̄ and so R = 1. In this case, the enhanced symmetry is SO(2N)V ⊂ SO(2N)L×
SO(2N)R. There are, however, a number of less trivial examples. For example the

Maldacena-Ludwig boundary state, which preserves Z2 × Z2, has R 6= 1 but also

preserves an SO(8). (Indeed, the state was originally constructed to have this property

using triality of SO(8).)

Plan of the Paper

We start in Section 2 with a brief review of the construction of boundary states preserv-

ing chiral symmetries. We then proceed to derive the criterion (1.2) for the emergence

of non-abelian symmetries preserved by the boundary state.

In Section 3, we turn to the question of Z2 × Z2 chiral fermion parity. We will first

show that this is only a symmetry if it is already a subgroup of the original U(1)N

preserved by the boundary state. Using this result, we then deduce that N must be

divisible by 4, and construct all sets of charges Q, Q̄ with this property.

2 Continuous Symmetries

In this section, we introduce the boundary states that preserve a general, chiral U(1)N

symmetry, before deriving the criterion (1.2) for the emergence of a larger non-abelian

symmetry.
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Figure 1. The bulk region |z| ≥ 1, and boundary state |A〉 at |z| = 1.

2.1 The Boundary State

We work with 2N Majorana fermions. The set-up described in the introduction, with

left- and right-moving fermions moving on a line, can be mapped to a problem in

Euclidean space, with action

S =
1

4π

∫
dzdz̄

(
χi∂̄χi + χ̄i∂χ̄i

)
where we work with complex coordinate z = x+ iτ . After a conformal transformation,

we can map the boundary from the τ -axis, to the circle |z| = 1. The fermions live on

the domain |z| ≥ 1, as shown in Figure 1.

The advantage of performing the conformal transformation is that, if we now perform

radial quantisation, the boundary condition at |z| = 1 is encoded in a boundary state

|A〉. In the context of SPT phases, these boundary states were discussed in [7, 8], and

a number of their properties explored in [21, 22]. Here we provide only the minimal

details necessary to tell our story.

The boundary states depend on the preserved U(1)N charges Q and Q̄, together

with N phases θi. The charges arise in the guise of the rational, orthogonal matrix

R = Q̄−1Q and the associated lattice (1.1). The most general boundary state takes

the form

|θ;R〉 := gR
∑

λ∈Λ[R]

eiγR(λ)eiθ·λ exp

(
−
∞∑
n=1

1

n
Rij J̄i,−nJj,−n

)
|λ,−Rλ〉 (2.1)

This expression involves a number of new ingredients, which we now explain.

• The currents Ji,n and J̄i,n are associated to the U(1) fermion number symmetries

for the N left- and N right-moving Weyl fermions2. Here i = 1 . . . N labels

2The Ji,n are defined as the modes of Ji(z) := iχ2i−1(z)χ2i(z).
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the Weyl fermion, while n ∈ Z labels the mode. The currents obey the oscillator

algebra [Ji,n, Jj,m] = nδijδn+m,0. The negative modes Ji,−n act as raising operators

and the positive modes Ji,n act as lowering operators, where n ≥ 1.

• The states |λ, λ̄〉 comprise an infinite set of highest weight states for the U(1)NL ×
U(1)NR current algebra, labelled by λ, λ̄ ∈ ZN . They are eigenstates of the current

zero modes, with eigenvalues Ji,0 = λi and J̄i,0 = λ̄i. Not all highest weight states

contribute to the boundary state: only those with |λ, λ̄ = −Rλ〉 appear, where

both λ and λ̄ are integer vectors by virtue of the fact that λ ∈ Λ[R].

There is, it turns out, a phase ambiguity in defining these states. This ambiguity

was unimportant in previous applications of this state, but will prove important

here. We will fix it in Section 2.2.

The negative modes of the currents act on the highest weight state in (2.1) to

create a coherent state, known as an Ishibashi state.

• The boundary state depends on a set of N phases θi. These phases appear only in

the exponential eiθ·λ where λ takes values in Λ[R], which means that θ naturally

takes values in the torus RN/2πΛ[R]?. This is the moduli space of boundary

states for a given R.

• Each state λ ∈ Λ[R] in the sum is weighted by a phase eiγR(λ). This, it turns out,

is necessary to ensure locality but is otherwise an annoying technicality. For the

most part, it plays no role but will make a brief appearance in a calculation in

Section 2.2.

• The overall normalisation of the boundary state is the Affleck-Ludwig central

charge, gR = 〈0, 0|θ;R〉 [18]. It is given in terms of the volume of the primitive

unit cell of the lattice: gR =
√

Vol(Λ[R]) [21, 24].

2.2 Enhanced Continuous Symmetries

In this section, we answer the second of the two questions posed in the introduction:

what is the full sub-algebra of so(2N)L× so(2N)R left unbroken by the boundary state

|θ;R〉?

To say that an infinitesimal symmetry is unbroken at a boundary is to say that

its corresponding Noether current has vanishing flux into the boundary. For us, the

symmetry under consideration is (A, Ā) ∈ so(2N)L×so(2N)R, and the condition reads(
zJA(z) + z̄J̄Ā(z̄)

)
|θ;R〉 = 0 for all |z| = 1 (2.2)
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Here the JA(z) is the so(2N)L current associated to the generator A, and J̄Ā(z̄) is the

so(2N)R current associated to the generator Ā.3 Note that these non-abelian currents

are distinguished from their Cartan counterparts Ji and J̄i only by their index.

Our goal is to find all solutions (A, Ā) to the above equation. However, doing this

directly by computing the action of the currents on the boundary state turns out to

be a bit of a pain. Instead, we will take a slightly different approach. We will first

show, using algebraic arguments and anomalies, that the problem of checking (2.2) for

general (A, Ā) can be reduced to checking it for a certain finite set of special generators.

Then we carry out the check for these special generators directly.

There is one other simplification that is important to make before we start. Instead of

looking for solutions with A, Ā in so(2N), we will take them to lie in so(2N)C. Solving

the complexified problem turns out to be technically easier, and besides, we can always

recover the answer to the original question by imposing a reality condition on A, Ā.

Anomalies

Our first job is to show that the set of solutions (A, Ā) to (2.2) forms an anomaly-free

subalgebra. We begin by recasting (2.2) as an equivalent algebraic condition, written

in terms of modes, (
JA,n + J̄Ā,−n

)
|θ;R〉 = 0 for all n ∈ Z (2.3)

Suppose that we have two solutions (A, Ā) and (B, B̄). Clearly, we have

[JA,n + J̄Ā,−n, JB,m + J̄B̄,−m] |θ;R〉 = 0 for all n,m ∈ Z

Using the fact that the modes obey the ŝo(2N)1 algebra

[JA,n, JB,m] = J[A,B],n+m + nδn+m,0K(A,B)

with K(A,B) = 1
2
Tr(AB) the correctly-normalised Killing form, we can simplify the

previous equation to(
J[A,B],n+m + J̄[Ā,B̄],−(n+m) + nδn+m,0(K(A,B)−K(Ā, B̄))

)
|θ;R〉 = 0

Since this must hold for all n,m, both underlined terms must vanish separately. The

first shows that the solutions close into an algebra, while the second forces the vanishing

of the mixed ’t Hooft anomaly between any two solutions

K(A,B)−K(Ā, B̄) = 0

which is what we wanted to show.
3The currents are defined by JA(z) := 1

2Aijχi(z)χj(z), where the generator A is regarded as a real,

2N × 2N antisymmetric matrix Aij .
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Next, we show that the set of solutions to (2.2), or the unbroken subalgebra, has a

second important property: whenever (A, Ā) is a solution, so is its complex conjugate

(A∗, Ā∗). To see this, we cook up a judicious choice of antilinear operation T defined

by the stipulations

T |λ, λ̄〉 = (−1)λ
2|−λ,−λ̄〉

T Ji,nT −1 = −Ji,n
T J̄i,nT −1 = −J̄i,n

Under this operation, the boundary states are invariant,

T |θ;R〉 = |θ;R〉

while the non-abelian currents transform as

T JA(z)T −1 = JA∗(z
∗) and T J̄A(z̄)T −1 = J̄A∗(z̄

∗)

Acting on (2.2) with T , this then establishes the claim4.

The previous two results place strong constraints on the structure of the unbroken

subalgebra, and ultimately force it to take the form

{ (A, Ā = φ(A)) : A ∈ g } (2.4)

Here g is some subalgebra of so(2N)C, describing the allowed holomorphic parts A of

the symmetries, while φ is a map g→ so(2N)C which sends them to their corresponding

antiholomorphic parts Ā. The map φ must be both a homomorphism of Lie algebras,

and an isometry with respect to the Killing form K, in order that (2.4) describe an

anomaly-free subalgebra.

To demonstrate the assertion of the last paragraph, note that the unbroken subalge-

bra cannot contain any purely chiral elements (A, 0). For if it did, then it would also

contain (A∗, 0), and then the anomaly condition K(A,A∗) = 0 would force A = 0, since

the Killing form is negative definite. Therefore, for every generator A ∈ so(2N)C, there

can be at most a single Ā ∈ so(2N)C such that (A, Ā) is in the unbroken subalgebra.

This forces the algebra to take the form (2.4), as claimed.

4To give more details, the first transformation uses (2.1) and the identities e−iγR(−λ) = e−iγR(λ) =

(−1)λ
2

eiγR(λ) which follow from (2.8). The last two transformations follow from the bosonised form

of the currents, both diagonal (2.5) and off-diagonal (2.10).
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The Existing Abelian Symmetry

Until now, we haven’t actually used any properties of the boundary state |θ;R〉 itself.

Here we take into account the property that it preserves a U(1)N symmetry. This is

encoded by the identity

(RijJj,n + J̄i,−n) |θ;R〉 = 0

as can easily be verified starting from the definition (2.1). Our goal is to determine

the resulting constraints that this imposes on the algebra (2.4). To do this, we use the

relation

Ji(z) = JHi
(z) (2.5)

between the u(1)N and so(2N) currents, where the generators Hi are the following

choice of basis for the Cartan subalgebra,

H1 =

 0 i

−i 0
. . .

 . . . HN =

 . . .

0 i

−i 0


The existence of the U(1)N symmetry can then be recast as

(RijJHj ,n + J̄Hi,−n) |θ;R〉 = 0

This equation now takes the same form as (2.3), and states that the symmetry (A, Ā) =

(RijHj, Hi) is preserved for each i, or equivalently, that (Hi,RjiHj) is. We can now

read off the constraints on the algebra (2.4) that we were looking for:

1. g contains the Cartan subalgebra: Hi ∈ g for all i.

2. φ is uniquely determined on the Cartan subalgebra: φ(Hi) = RjiHj.

Algebraic Constraints

The above two constraints allow us to reduce the task of solving (2.2) for (A, Ā) to

checking a finite list of candidates. The candidates are

(A, Ā) = (Eα, e
iχERα)

where α ranges over the finite set ∆[R] introduced in (1.2), and χ is a phase to be

determined as part of the test. The enhanced symmetry is then given by the linear

span of all the generators of the above kind that pass the test5.

5This statement makes free use of the identification between the roots of so(2N) and the vectors

in ZN of length-squared 2. Indeed, given a root α, its components (α1, . . . , αN ) with respect to the

Cartan generators Hi are exactly a vector of this form. The subset ∆[R] ⊂ ZN has the property that,

for any member α, both α and Rα are roots; this ensures the expression for (A, Ā) makes sense.
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To prove this claim, let A be any generator in g. We can decompose A in the

Chevalley basis as

A =
N∑
i=1

xiHi +
∑
α∈∆

xαEα

where ∆ is the set of roots of so(2N), and the xi and xα are sets of complex coefficients.

For any α such that xα 6= 0, we can repeatedly take commutators with Hi and form

linear combinations to project A onto the single generator Eα. Because these operations

do not take us outside g, the result Eα must lie in g. We learn that g is fully determined

by asking whether it contains Eα for each α ∈ ∆, and is given by the span of all such

generators.

Next we restrict the possible α that can occur to the set ∆[R]. Suppose that Eα ∈
g. Using the homomorphism property [φ(Hi), φ(Eα)] = φ([Hi, Eα]) together with the

action on the Cartan generators φ(Hi) = RjiHj, we deduce that

[Hi, φ(Eα)] = Rijαj φ(Eα)

This states that φ(Eα) is proportional to ERα. For this to be possible at all, both α

and Rα must be roots. To see what this says about α, first note that since both α and

Rα are integer vectors, α must lie in Λ[R]. The additional requirement they be roots

is that |α|2 = 2, which further restricts α to lie in ∆[R], as we wanted to show.

Finally, given α ∈ ∆[R], the proportionality constant in φ(Eα) ∝ ERα must actually

be a phase. This follows because φ is an isometry with respect to the Killing form.

Denoting this phase by eiχ, we recover the result claimed at the start.

Explicitly Checking the Generators

The only remaining task is to test the generators identified at the start of the last

section to see whether they satisfy (2.2). We will find that in fact they all do. That

is, there are no further obstructions to the existence of enhanced symmetries beyond

those we have already identified.

This section is necessarily slightly more technical than the rest. Before proceeding,

we’ll finally need to face up to a number of points whose discussion we’ve been trying

to outrun for some time:

• The phase ambiguity of the |λ, λ̄〉.

In equation (2.1) we introduced the states |λ, λ̄〉, but did not specify how their

phases were to be fixed. This is done by bosonisation. First we pair the 2N real
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fermions χi up into N complex fermions ψi(z) = 1√
2
(χ2i−1(z) + iχ2i(z)). These

are then expressed in terms of the abelian currents as

ψi(z) = Fi ti z
−λi exp

(
−
∞∑
n=1

zn

n
Ji,−n

)
exp

(
∞∑
n=1

z−n

n
Ji,n

)
Here we have introduced two new ingredients, which will pervade what follows:

a set of ladder operators Fi, and cocycles ti. The former are defined to be the

operators that move between the highest-weight states as

Fi|λ, λ̄〉 = |λ− ei, λ̄〉

while the latter multiply them by a phase

ti|λ, λ̄〉 = ti(λ, λ̄) |λ, λ̄〉

All this of course comes with an identical antiholomorphic twin. The phase

ambiguity of the |λ, λ̄〉 now amounts to the freedom to choose different conventions

for the cocycles. We fix it by making the choice

ti(λ, λ̄) = (−1)
∑i−1

j=1 λj t̄i(λ, λ̄) = (−1)
∑i−1

j=1 λ̄j+
∑N

j=1 λj (2.6)

Note that this is one of the few places where there is not a perfect symmetry

between holomorphic and antiholomorphic sectors.

• The phases eiγR(λ).

A further set of phases eiγR(λ) must be included in (2.1) on grounds of locality. A

detailed explanation can be found in [21]; here we simply recount their definition.

First introduce a mod-2 valued bilinear form fR(q, p) on Λ[R], defined by

fR(q, p) :=
N∑
i=1

pi

i−1∑
j=1

qj +
N∑
i=1

(Rp)i
( i−1∑

j=1

(Rq)j +
N∑
j=1

qj

)
mod 2 (2.7)

This is a symmetric bilinear form, and enjoys the property fR(λ, λ) = λ2 mod 2.

Next pick an arbitrary lift f̂R(q, p) to a mod-4 valued symmetric bilinear form.

Then the phases are given by

eiγR(λ) := if̂R(λ,λ) (2.8)

The ambiguity in the choice of lift results in the freedom to shift

eiγR(λ) → eiγR(λ)(−1)s·λ (2.9)

by an arbitrary element s ∈ Λ[R]?. This ambiguity cannot be fixed in any

canonical way, and we simply have to live with it.
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• The so(2N) roots, generators and currents.

We’ll also need to describe the root system ∆ of so(2N) a little more explicitly.

Each root of so(2N) is labelled by a pair of integers 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N and a pair of

signs s, t = ±1, and is represented by the N -component vector

αi,j,s,t = (0, . . . , 0,

i
↓
s, 0, . . . , 0,

j
↓
t , 0, . . . , 0)

The corresponding generator is the 2N × 2N matrix

Ei,j,s,t =
1

2

. . . 2i− 1 2i . . . 2j − 1 2j . . .



...

1 it 2i− 1

is −st 2i
...

−1 −is 2j − 1

−it st 2j
...

and the corresponding bosonised currents are

Ji,j,s,t(z) = (Fi)
s(Fj)

t titj z
−αkλk exp

(
−αk

∞∑
n=1

zn

n
Jk,−n

)
exp

(
αk

∞∑
n=1

z−n

n
Jk,n

)
(2.10)

with a similar expression for the antiholomorphic currents J̄i,j,s,t(z̄).

We now proceed to carry out the check. Let α be any root in ∆[R]. Since α and Rα
are both roots, they can be written in the form

α = αi,j,s,t Rα = αi′,j′,s′,t′

for some choices of the various indices. The condition (2.2) for our candidate generator

(Eα, e
iχERα) to be preserved then takes the form(

Ji,j,s,t(z) + eiχz−2J̄i′,j′,s′,t′(z̄)
)
|θ;R〉 ?

= 0
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where |z| = 1. Next, we plug in the definition of the boundary state (2.1) and bosonised

currents (2.10). The condition becomes∑
λ∈Λ[R]

(titj|λ,−Rλ)eiγR(λ)eiθ·λz−α·λ exp

(
−αk

∞∑
n=1

zn

n
Jk,−n

)

exp

(
αk

∞∑
n=1

z−n

n
Jk,n

)
exp

(
−
∞∑
n=1

1

n
Rij J̄i,−nJj,−n

)
|λ− α,−Rλ〉

+ eiχ
∑

λ∈Λ[R]

(t̄i′ t̄j′|λ,−Rλ)eiγR(λ)eiθ·λz−α·λ−2 exp

(
−(Rα)k

∞∑
n=1

z−n

n
J̄k,−n

)

exp

(
(Rα)k

∞∑
n=1

zn

n
J̄k,n

)
exp

(
−
∞∑
n=1

1

n
Rij J̄i,−nJj,−n

)
|λ,−R(λ+ α)〉 ?

= 0

A short calculation shows that the oscillator parts of the above two sums are equal.

This means that the exponentials of oscillators can be dropped. We can also shift the

argument of the second sum by λ→ λ− α to make the sums look more alike. This is

allowed because α ∈ Λ[R]. After the dust has settled, we are left with

(titj|λ,−Rλ) eiγR(λ) + ei(χ−θ·α) (t̄i′ t̄j′|λ−α,−R(λ−α)) e
iγR(λ−α) ?

= 0

This equation is required to hold for each λ ∈ Λ[R].

To verify that it actually does hold, we appeal to a bunch of identities satisfied by

the various objects that arise:

• From definition (2.6), and the fact Rα = αi′,j′,s′,t′ ,

(t̄i′ t̄j′|λ−α,−R(λ−α)) = −(t̄i′ t̄j′|λ,−Rλ)

• From definition (2.8), bilinearity of f̂ , and the fact f̂R = fR mod 2,

eiγR(λ−α) = eiγR(λ)eiγR(α)(−1)fR(λ,α)

• From definitions (2.6) and (2.7),

(−1)fR(λ,α) = (titj|λ,−Rλ)(t̄i′ t̄j′ |λ,−Rλ)

Combining the above three identities shows that the condition is satisfied, with the

phase χ given by eiχ = eiθ·αe−iγR(α). The factor eiγR(α) can be set to one using the

ambiguity (2.9). To see this, first note that (eiγR(α))2 = (−1)|α|
2=2 = 1, so eiγR(α) is a

sign. It can be argued that these signs fit together in a consistent way, in the sense

that eiγR(α) = (−1)s·α for some s. This is precisely of a form that can be absorbed by

a shift (2.9). So without loss of generality, eiχ = eiθ·α.
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Summary

The upshot of this section is that the unbroken subalgebra for |θ;R〉 is spanned by

the abelian generators, (Hi,RijHj), with i = 1, . . . , N , together with the off-diagonal

enhanced generators

(Eα, e
iθ·αERα) : α ∈ ∆[R]

with ∆[R] consisting of the points α ∈ Λ[R] with length-squared α2 = 2.

2.3 Some Examples

In this section we give a few examples of the criterion. First, we show how it can be

used to classify all states with maximal symmetry (i.e. with a preserved subalgebra

isomorphic to so(2N)). Second, we explore a family of states which previously arose in

the context of fermions scattering off monopoles and, for that reason, are called dyon

states. These will go on to play a starring role in Section 3.

To begin, suppose that |θ;R〉 has unbroken subalgebra isomorphic to so(2N). By

the criterion, this happens whenever

R∆ = ∆

where ∆ is the root system of so(2N). We will classify such matrices R up to the

freedom to shiftR →WRRWL whereWL,WR are N×N signed permutation matrices.

(Transforming R in this way corresponds to acting on the boundary state with an

O(2N)L × O(2N)R Weyl group transformation.) Using this freedom, we may assume

that R maps the simple roots to a permutation of themselves. We can then classify R
by considering its induced Dynkin diagram automorphism:

• For N 6= 4, the Dynkin diagram has a Z2 automorphism group, whose generator

exchanges the two spinor representations. But this automorphism can be undone

by acting with a O(2N) Weyl transformation WR that is not a SO(2N) Weyl

transformation. Therefore, the only possibility in this case is the trivial state

R = 1 with gR = 1

• For N = 4, the Dynkin diagram of so(8) exhibits a famous triality, and the

automorphism group is S3. In addition to the Z2 above there are 4 nontrivial

triality automorphisms. Under the identifications R ∼ WRRWL these collapse
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to just one,

R =
1

2


+1 −1 −1 −1

−1 +1 −1 −1

−1 −1 +1 −1

−1 −1 −1 +1

 with gR =
√

2 (2.11)

This state was first constructed by Maldacena and Ludwig [20] in the context of

fermion-monopole scattering.

The Maldacena-Ludwig state lies in a sequence of so called dyon states that exist

for general N . They have preserved charges and boundary central charge given by

dyonN : Rij = δij −
2

N
with gR =

√
N

gcd(N,2)
(2.12)

For most values of N , the enhanced symmetry of the dyon state is SU(N)V × U(1)A
and no larger. This symmetry is chiral: the left-moving fermions transform in N+1,

while the right-movers transform in N−1.

There are three exceptions to the statement above. When N = 1 and N = 2,

the dyon states are trivial and preserve the subgroup SO(2N)V . When N = 4, the

dyon state coincides with the Maldacena-Ludwig state, which preserves a nontrivially

embedded SO(8)/Z2.

3 Discrete Symmetries

In this section we turn to turn to our primary goal: to determine which charges Q and

Q̄ admit a Z2 × Z2 preserving boundary condition.

The Z2 × Z2 symmetry acts via left and right fermion parity which, in Euclidean

space, we continue to denote as (−1)FL and (−1)FR . Under these symmetries, the

ground states transform with charges

(−1)FL |λ, λ̄〉 = (−1)λ1+···+λN |λ, λ̄〉 = (−1)λ
2|λ, λ̄〉

(−1)FR |λ, λ̄〉 = (−1)λ̄1+···+λ̄N |λ, λ̄〉 = (−1)λ̄
2|λ, λ̄〉

while the abelian currents are uncharged. The condition for a boundary state |θ;R〉 to

be neutral under both symmetries is simply the requirement that the allowed charge

sectors |λ,−Rλ〉, with λ ∈ Λ[R], are all neutral. This in turn will hold if the lattice

Λ[R] contains only vectors of even length-squared. We can equivalently write this as

Λ[R] ⊆ DN
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with DN the root lattice of so(2N). Our goal is to investigate the set of all R for which

this condition holds.

3.1 Discrete symmetries are continuous

Our starting point is the following lemma, which applies to the global structure of the

symmetry group of the boundary state. We restrict attention to the U(1)N × U(1)N

maximal torus of SO(2N)L × SO(2N)R, which we parametrise as

U(1)N × U(1)N =
{

(e2πix, e2πix̄) : x, x̄ ∈ RN/ZN
}

Of this, the boundary state |θ;R〉 was designed to preserve the subgroup

U(1)NR :=
{

(e2πix, e2πiRx) : x ∈ RN/Λ[R]
}

In principle, it could be the case that the boundary state also preserves some extra

discrete symmetries that lie in U(1)N × U(1)N but not in U(1)NR. We will show that

this does not happen.

Claim: Any element of U(1)N × U(1)N that leaves |θ;R〉 invariant lies in U(1)NR.

Proof: We begin with the obvious exact sequence of abelian groups

0 −→ RN −−−→
( 1R )

RN ⊕ RN −−−−−−→
(1 −R−1 )

RN −→ 0

This contains the sub-exact-sequence

0 −→ ZN ∩R−1ZN −→ ZN ⊕ ZN −→ ZN +R−1ZN −→ 0

Taking the quotient of these yields the further exact sequence

0 −→ RN

ZN ∩R−1ZN
−→ RN

ZN
⊕ RN

ZN
−→ RN

ZN +R−1ZN
−→ 0

In the denominator of the left term, we see the definition ZN ∩ R−1ZN = Λ[R]. Fur-

thermore, taking the dual of this definition yields ZN +RTZN = Λ[R]?. Because R is

orthogonal, we can replace in this equation RT = R−1. The above exact sequence then

takes the final form

0 −→ RN

Λ[R]
−→ RN

ZN
⊕ RN

ZN
−→ RN

Λ[R]?
−→ 0 (3.1)

This exact sequence also appeared in [10]. The various groups appearing in this se-

quence all have simple interpretations:
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• The middle group is the group of all U(1)N × U(1)N transformations.

• The left group is the preserved U(1)NR subgroup, with the map into U(1)N×U(1)N

simply corresponding to the inclusion map.

• The right group is the obstruction of a U(1)N × U(1)N transformation to be a

symmetry of |θ;R〉. To see this, we recall the fact that such a transformation

acts on the ground states as

(e2πix, e2πix̄) : |λ, λ̄〉 → e2πi(x·λ+x̄·λ̄)|λ, λ̄〉

In order for |θ;R〉 to be invariant, all the ground states that occur in it must be

neutral. These ground states are |λ,−Rλ〉 for λ ∈ Λ[R]. Therefore, we require

(x−RT x̄) · λ ∈ Z for all λ ∈ Λ[R]

This failure of the quantity x − RT x̄ to lie in Λ[R]? therefore measures the ob-

struction for the transformation to be a symmetry, as claimed.

Exactness of (3.1) at the middle group then gives the desired conclusion, that a U(1)N×
U(1)N transformation is a symmetry if and only if it lives in U(1)NR.

3.2 The Z2 × Z2 symmetry

From now on, we specialise to the Z2 × Z2 symmetry. As we already have seen, the

condition for this to be preserved is

λ2 = 0 mod 2 for all λ ∈ Λ[R]

Applying the result of the previous section, we see that this is equivalent to either of

the following two stronger statements:

∃ λ ∈ Λ[R] s.t.
λi = 1 mod 2

(Rλ)i = 0 mod 2

and

∃ λ ∈ Λ[R] s.t.
λi = 0 mod 2

(Rλ)i = 1 mod 2

These are respectively the statements that (−1)FL and (−1)FR lie within the U(1)NR
group. For example, if λ is a solution to the first condition, then (−1)FL is given by

the U(1)NR symmetry transformation with parameter x = λ/2.
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Recovering the Z8 Index

Using the first of the conditions above, we can easily show that a boundary state

preserving Z2 × Z2 can only exist when the number of Dirac fermions N is a multiple

of 4. Since each Dirac fermion comprises two Majorana fermions, we recover the result

stated in the introduction that the number of Majorana fermions must be a multiple

of 8.

For the proof, we need only to examine the length-squared of λ. Since R is orthog-

onal, we have

λ2 = (Rλ)2

The vector λ on the left is an N -component vector with odd components, so its length-

squared is N mod 8. Meanwhile, on the right hand side, Rλ has even components,

hence has length-squared 0 mod 4. Equating the two, we learn that

N = 0 mod 4

as claimed.

3.3 Some Examples

We now turn to some examples. We start by constructing all Z2×Z2 preserving states

with N = 4 Dirac fermions. We then briefly discuss the most stable such states with

higher N .

The Minimal Case of 4 Dirac Fermions

For the case of N = 4 Dirac fermions, a parameterisation of the chiral-parity preserving

boundary states can be given using the results of [23, 26].

First, we briefly recount how a 4× 4 rational orthogonal matrix can be parametrised

in terms of a pair of integer quaternions, based on the isomorphism SO(4) = (SU(2)×
SU(2))/Z2, following [23]. To each pair of integer quaternions (p,q), we associate an

SO(4) matrix R, implicitly defined by

Rx =
1

|pq|
qx p̄

where on the left x is regarded as a 4-component vector, acted on by the matrix R,

while on the right it is regarded as a quaternion. In order that R be rational, we must

impose the constraint |pq| ∈ Z. Without loss of generality, we may also assume that
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p and q are primitive, meaning their four components are coprime. Then the set of

all such pairs (p,q) gives a parametrisation of all 4 × 4 rational, special-orthogonal

matrices R, uniquely up to an overall sign redundancy (p,q) → (−p,−q). (The

remaining matrices with det(R) = −1 can be parametrised in an identical way, simply

by multiplying the above expression by a reflection in the first coordinate.)

Next, we turn to the conditions on p and q for the Z2×Z2 symmetry to be preserved.

This question is addressed in [26], but to connect with their work we need to recast

the condition for Z2 × Z2 invariance in a slightly different form. It is straightforward

to show that the following ratio of indexes can only take on the two possible values

[ZN : ZN ∩R−1ZN ]

[DN : DN ∩R−1DN ]
= 1 or 2

and that the value 2 is attained precisely when the Z2 × Z2 symmetry is preserved.

Proposition 11 of [26] then tells us that this happens if and only if

• Exactly one of |p|2, |q|2 is a multiple of 4.

• Both |p|2 and |q|2 are 0 mod 4, and p · q 6= 0 mod 4.

• Both |p|2 and |q|2 are 2 mod 4, and p · q is odd.

In Section 2.3, we first met the 4-fermion dyon state, whose importance was first

emphasised by Maldacena and Ludwig [20] as an example of a particularly symmetric

boundary state. It is also the simplest example of a Z2×Z2-preserving boundary state,

a connection that was first made in [7]. To see how it sits within the above parametri-

sation, we choose p = (1, 1, 1, 1) and q = (1,−1,−1,−1), and apply a reflection in the

first coordinate to account for the fact that the dyon has determinant −1. This then

gives us back the matrix R for the dyon that we met earlier,

dyon4 =
1

2


+1 −1 −1 −1

−1 +1 −1 −1

−1 −1 +1 −1

−1 −1 −1 +1


The dyon is actually the simplest of an infinite tower of Z2 × Z2-preserving boundary

states, in the sense that it has the lowest Affleck-Ludwig central charge gR. The full

spectrum of allowed gR values of all such states, together with the number of matrices

supporting each one, reads:

(gR)2 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 . . .

#R / 254! 1 16 36 64 168 144 196 576 324 400 . . .
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The first entry corresponds to the venerable dyon state. Along the top, we see that the

possible (gR)2 values are 2 + 4k for k ≥ 0, with their multiplicities in the bottom row

given by sequence A031360 in OEIS [27]. In particular this sequence never vanishes,

showing that all values (gR)2 = 2 + 4k are actually attained.

The Stablest Boundary State

We have seen that N Dirac fermions admit a Z2 × Z2 preserving boundary only when

N is a multiple of 4, and in the minimal case N = 4, the constraint of symmetry

invariance restricts the allowed spectrum of central charges gR, with the dyon4 being

the simplest. In this final section, we explore how this story generalises for higher N .

For a larger number N = 4k of Dirac fermions, our options for boundary states are

considerably increased. For example, it is always possible simply to group the fermions

into bunches of 4, and write down the dyon state for each one. This corresponds to

choosing the matrix

R = dyon4 ⊕ · · · ⊕ dyon4︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

with (gR)2 = 2k

On the other hand, we also have the option of writing down a dyon state for all 4k

fermions. This is also a Z2 × Z2 preserving boundary state6, and has central charge

R = dyon4k with (gR)2 = 2k

For k ≥ 3, we see that the irreducible dyon has lower central charge than the first

state. (For k = 1, 2 they tie.) What’s more, we conjecture that the dyon actually

has the lowest central charge among all Z2 × Z2 preserving boundary states. Under

the correspondence between boundary states and gapped phases, it would then be the

‘most generic’ gapped phase preserving the Z2 × Z2 symmetry, in the sense of having

no relevant deformations that might destabilise it to a simpler phase corresponding to

a boundary state with a smaller gR.

The evidence for this conjecture is based on a randomised exploration of the space of

Z2×Z2-preserving boundary states. To generate all such states, we use a modification

of the null-vector construction [10, 25]. In the unmodified null-vector construction, one

constructs the charges Qαi and Q̄αi iteratively, one α at a time, at each step picking the

charges to ensure that U(1)α has no anomaly either with itself or with U(1)β for β < α.

To modify this construction to produce precisely the chiral-parity-preserving states, our

6This is because Λ[R] consists of all integer vectors with component-sum a multiple of 2k. As 2k

is even, the boundary state satisfies the condition for Z2 × Z2 invariance.
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earlier results show that we need only ensure the charges of the first symmetry α = 1

obey

Q1i = odd Q̄1i = even

Choosing the charges of the remaining symmetries as before and setting R = Q̄−1Q

then gives the most general chiral-parity-preserving state.

With this recipe in place, we are finally in a position to explore the space of Z2×Z2

preserving boundary states. Combining the results for higher N with those we’ve

already seen for N = 4, we find the following:

• When N = 4 or N = 8, 16, 24, . . . , the possible central charges are

(gR)2 ∈ {N/2 + 4r : r ≥ 0 }

• When N = 12, 20, 28, . . . , the possible central charges are

(gR)2 ∈ {N/2 + 2r : r ≥ 0 }

In both cases, the minimum value attained is N/2. This is the central charge of the

dyon, which confirms its role as the simplest chiral-parity-preserving boundary state.
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